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ABSTRACT

We have installed a 48-channel platinum-foil bolometer system on DIII-D to

achieve better spatial and temporal resolution of the radiated power in diverted

discharges. Two 24-channel arraysprovide complete plasma coverage with optimized

views of the divertor.We have measured the divertor radiation profile for a series of

radiative divertor and power balance experiments. We observe a rapid change in the

magnitude and distribution of divertor radiationwith hea',,y gas puffing. Unfolding the

radiationprofile with only two views requiresus to treat the core and divertorradiation

separately. The core radiation is fitted to a function of magnetic flux and is then

subtracted from the divertor viewing chords. The divertor profile is then fit to a 2-D

spline as a functionof magneticflux andpoloidal angle.
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INTRODUCTION

We have installedon DIII-D a new bolometer diagnostic to measure radiatedpower

profiles in plasma discharges. The motivation for this diagnostic was to obtain better

spatial andtemporalresolutionfor divertorexperiments.The currentemphasis of divertor

researchatDIII-D is the study of new regimesand techniquesthatcan dissipateheat flux

before it strikes the divertor plate. 1 Such techniques are deemed necessary for future

divertors such as ITER, and typically involve the puffing of additional deuterium or

impurity gas to increase radiationand lessen the remainingheat flux. Radiation profile

measurementsin the divertorarethen necessaryto assess the efficacy andapplicability of

these techniques. The two new 24-channelpoloidal arrayseach providecomplete plasma

coverage with optimized views of the divertor.Tomographic techniques are then used to

unfold the radiationprofile.

The radiation sensors in this diagnostic are of the metal foil resistor type, currently

in use on several tokamaks,including,ASDEX-U, JETandTFrR. 2-4 The 50-fl platinum

resistor is insulated with layers of Kapton and a 5 g thick platinum foil absorber is

laminated to the top of the sensor.Incoming radiation is absorbedand heats the sensor

resulting in an increase in the sensor's electrical resistance. With calibration of the

sensor's thermal characteristics, the change in resistance with time can be converted to a

power flux on the detector.



HARDWARE

We have built modular sensor assemblies that can be arranged into arrays for

specific geometries. The platinum foil absorbers are first blackened with a fine coating of

graphite to absorb visible light. The coating is applied by spraying a thin film of fine

graphite commonly used as a lubricant. The sensors are then mounted on machined

alumina blocks (Fig. 1). The alumina blocks are 0.64 cm wide (poloidal direction),

3.02 em long (toroidal direction), and 0.32 cm thick. A channel is cut underneath the

active sensor to provide thermal isolation. The reference sensor is mounted nearby on the

same substrate. A Vespel coverplate protects the sensors and connections from incoming

plasma radiation. An aperture in this coverplate illuminates the active portion of the

sensor. Vespel, a polyimide, was chosen for its strength, vacuum compatibility and high

temperature characteristics. The sensor's platinum leads are soldered to gold-plated

computer connection pins. A fluxless gold-tin solder is used for vacuum compatibility.

The maximum allowable temperature for these sensors is about 200°C, limited by the

Kapton insulation in the sensors themselves. We have provided cooling to keep the

sensors at <150°C during DIII-D's high temperaturebake.

The sensor assemblies are mounted in 0.32 cm thick copper housings which have an

entrance aperture that defines the view of the plasma. Two housings are needed at each

poloidal location in order to provide complete coverage in the limited space. Each

housing has its own aperture and contains roughly half of the 24 sensors. The housing

also serves as a shield for electromagnetic noise and is kept at the standard digitizer

ground, separate from the tokamak ground. Signal wires exit the housing as shielded

twisted pairs to the vacuum flange. A ceramic break at the vacuum flange allows the

sensors to be kept at digitizer ground. The shield ground is carried from the vacuum

flange all the way back to the digitizers.
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Fig.1. The platinumfoil resistorsare mountedonanaluminasubstrate.An aperturein
the Vespelcoverpieceilluminatesthe activesensorwhilethe referencesensoris
protected.

The sensors are distributed poloidally about the aperture :_ provide complete,

smooth coverage of the plasma discharge, Fig. 2. The array was designed to provide the

best spatial resolution in the divertor yet maintain complete plasma coverage. For an

aperture of width w and a detector to aperture distance of l, the half maximum response

occurs at angle tanO= w/21. We have set our poloidal aperture so that neighboring

channels cross at half maximum response. This geometry produces uniform coverage of

the plasma region. The toroidal apertureis set to achieve an appropriate signal level.

The electronics for this system is the same design as the TFTR bolometer array.4

The active and reference sensors are arranged in a Wheatstone bridge configuration. To

improve the signal to noise ratio the bridge is excited with a 20 kI-Izsquare wave and the

resistance measured with a synchronous detector.



Fig. 2. Viewingchordsof the two bolometerarrays in the DIII-D vessel.24 channelsin
each port providecompleteplasmacoverage.Eachray representsthe center of
the viewingchord.The magneticflux surfacesare those of a standardsingle-null
discharge.The tow divertor separatricesintersectthe carbontiles inthe floor of
the vessel.

In addition to resistance measurement capabilities, the control system has a built-in

calibration circuit. Adc offset is applied to the sensor bridge circuit, introducing a known

power to the sensors. Since the reference sensor is tied thermally to the substrate the

resistance of only the active sensor changes significantly. The thermal characteristics of

the sensor can then be obtained from the resulting resistance changes. The calibration was

cross checked for one sensor with a calibrated visible light source. In the visible region

>80% of the incident radiation was measured to be absorbed. In the plasma discharge



most of the radiation will come in the VUV or shorter wavelengths and will be nearly

completely absorbed by the detector.

The thermal response of the platinum detectors is relatively fast, --1 ms, due to their

small thickness. However, the usable bandwidth of the system is limited due to noise

from electromagnetic pickup from the tokarnak. The major component of this noise is in

the 100--200 kHz frequency range and its source has not yet been determined. The noise

level is compounded by the differentiation of the temperature signal that is necessary to

produce a power signal. For typical analysis the response time of the calculated power

signal is limited to about 40 ms. This produces a smooth signal appropriate for general

analysis. For large radiative events, such as disruptions or giant ELMs, the time response

for analysis can be decreased to about 8 ms. The signals due to these large events stand

out above the noise and make possible their analysis on the faster time scale.



DATAANALYSIS

Before the sensor resistance measurements can be used for analysis, they must be

converted into power signals. The power on a detector is given by

dAR(t)
Pd(t)= a + flAR(t)

dt

where AR is the change in resistance from the beginning of the discharge and the

constants a and 13are thermal characteristics of the sensor assembly obtained from the

calibration. The power on the detector can be converted to total watts radiating in the ith

viewing chord by,

Pi = 21gRiriAOiKiPd

where Ri is the major radius of the center of the viewing chord, AO is the angular width of

the viewing chord, and ri is the distance of the center of radiation from the detector. K is a

constant of the detector and aperture geometry given by K=2xl2/coseAdAa, where Ad and

Aa are the detector and aperture areas, I is the detector radius from the aperture and ¢_is

the detector angle from the aperture normal. Neighboring channels are spaced as to

produce a flat response over the plasma volume. This enables the total radiated power to

be calculated by summing over all the channels of one array. Typical profiles for the two

arrays in a lower single-null ELMing H-mode plasma 5 are shown in Fig. 3. For these

profiles the signal is divided by the length of the viewing chord through plasma to

produce a chord-averaged radiation intensity in watts/era 3. These profiles show the

intense radiation in the divertor standing above the relatively flat radiation profile of the

rest of the core plasma.

The above formulation for radiated power assumes that the radiation distribution

center ri can be estimated. For chords that do not view the divertor we assume ri is the



average plasma distance from the detector. This becomes a reasonable assumption as

most of our plasmas have a relatively flat radiation profile through the core plasma as

seen in the profiles of Fig. 3. The divertor plasma generally radiates much more intensely

than the core plasma and dominates those signals that view it. For those channels the

center of radiation is assumed to be the divertor. For the lower array, the chords that view

the divertor do not cross the core plasma and the center of plasma approximation should

be most accurate. However this approximation, that divertor chords see only divertor

plasma, works well for the upper array also. For lower single-null discharges the summed

signals of the two arrays generally agree to ~ 10%.
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Fig. 3. Radiated power profiles for the (a) upper and (b) lower arrays for a standard
single-nullplasmadischarge.The power in each channelis calculated assuming
the center of radiationis the center of the discharge.



This bolometer diagnostic was designed with views from two different poloidal

locations to obtain more information about the spatial distribution of radiation, especially

in the divertor. However, to produce a 2-D tomographic reconstruction generally requires

many views, more than just our two. The problem is under-determined, in that many

different spatial distributions could fit our data. One or more constraints are needed to get

a fit. First, the radiation in the core is assumed to be a function of magnetic flux surface

only. Fast parallel transport keeps parameters constant on the closed flux surfaces,

however neutral influx can lead to poloidal asymmetries in radiation. The short mean free

path for ionization should limit the contribution of neutral influx to the edge plasma

where our assumption of flux surface constancy may begin to break down. However we
i

obtain relatively good fits, even for the edge viewing chords, with this assumption. The

fitted core radiation profile is then subtracted from the channels viewing the divertor. The

divertor radiation is then fit with a 2-D spline fit.

To fit the bolometer data the magnetic flux structure must first be reconstructed.

This is done with the magnetics data and the code EF1TD. 6 The EFITD code uses a 33 by

65 spatial grid which covers a poloidal cross section of the vacuum vessel. The response

to each EFITD grid space is calculated for each detector channel. This 33 by 65 by 48

array is stored as a data file to be used by the radiation fitting routine. The core radiation

is fit first with channels that do not view the divertor. We fit the core radiation using a

least squares fit to a spline function of magnetic flux surface. The number of knot points,

their location and the tension can be set by the user. After reconstructing the core plasma

radiation profile, the divertor radiation is fit next. The contributions of the core radiation

to the detector signals are subtracted from the detector channels viewing the divertor. The

divertor radiation is fit to a 2-D cubic spline function. The cubic spline for the divertor

radiation is assumed to be a function of magnetic flux and poloidal angle. This

parameterization is assumed to produce a better representation of the radiation than would

an X,Y function. Additional knot points for the spline function can be more easily added



to the region of the divertor where the gradients are largest. The number of knot points,

their location and the tension for the 2-D divertor function can also be set by the user. An

example of a radiation profile reconstruction is shown for standard divertor operation in

Fig. 4(a). The main feature of this intense radiation in the inboard divertor. A much

different radiation profile results from the puffing of Neon and is shown in Fig. 4(b).

Neon produces significant radiation at higher electron temperature and is seen as a mantle

of radiation just inside the separatrix. In addition the divertor radiation has moved up

from the floor towards the x-point.
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Fig. 4. The radiatedpowerprofileinvertedfrom the arraydata for (a) standardELMing
H-mode, and(b) radiativedischargewith neonpuffing.Radiationis peakedinthe
inboarddivertorfor the standardcase.Radiationfrom neon isseen as a mantle of
increasedintensityinsidethe separatrixwith intensedivertor radiationnearthe
X-point.
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